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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3371-As expected of a prodigy. Sienna could 
quickly comprehend the Curse Inscriptions. 

James felt inferior compared to Sienna. 

Lana had been outside guarding the formation all this while. 

She was deep in thought when she suddenly realized that James had stopped 
cultivating and Sienna had already stood up. The two were talking inside the formation. 

After a brief shock, she walked into the Time Formation. 

“Sienna!” 

Hearing the voice, Sienna turned around and smiled brightly. She called out, “Lanathia!” 

James dispersed the Time Formation. 

Lana looked at Sienna and asked, “Have you fully recovered?” 

Sienna nodded and said, “Yeah. The Dark Power in my body won’t cause any negative 
effects anymore. By the way…” 

She turned to James, who was standing aside, and asked, “Who is he?” 

Lana explained, “His name is James Caden. He specifically came here to save you.” 

Sienna looked at James and said gratefully, “I’m indebted to you. If not for you, I 
would’ve still been demonized.” 

“I’m just glad you’re fine.” James smiled lightly. 

James was interested in Sienna’s experience in the Dark World and wanted to hear 
about her experiences. 

Sienna suddenly remembered something and asked, “By the way, what were the 
inscriptions floating around you just now? Could it be the Heaven’s Law of the Dark 
World? Are you a creature from the Dark World?” 

James replied smilingly, “How could it be the Heaven’s Law of the Dark World? It’s 
Curse Magic, the Ancestral Talisman Master’s Secret Art.” 

Hearing this, Sienna was taken aback. 



Lana sensed that the two should be left alone and said, “I’ll leave you guys to chat. I’m 
leaving to inform Danielle about this.” 

After speaking, she left. 

James nodded and said, “Yeah. I could only cultivate a Dark Ousia because of Curse 
Magic.” 

Sienna asked, “You must’ve also been to the Dark World before, right?” 

James nodded and said, “Yeah. What exactly did you experience in the Dark World?” 

Sienne harked back to the past. After a while, she said, “Back then, I accidentally 
wandered into the Dark World. I got lost and couldn’t find a way to leave. My body was 
constantly corrupted by the Dark Power there. To survive, I had to cultivate Dark Power. 
However, I encountered a problem and suffered an Energy Deviation. I’ve been 
demonized all these years.” 

After speaking, she glanced at James and said, “I’m very grateful to you. Thank you for 
saving me, James.” 

When she smiled, two shallow dimples formed on her cheeks. Her smile was beautiful 
and sweet. 

James also replied smilingly, “My Dark Ousia could go through the third Consolidation 
because I absorbed the Dark Power from your body. You won’t blame me for taking 
your Dark Power for free, right?” 

“How could I? If not for you, I’d still be demonized.” 

The two chatted for a while. 

Sienna sat on a rock on the ground. She felt completely relaxed. 

“Although I’ve been demonized all these years, I still remember everything. I’ve been 
trapped in this cage for countless years. Now, I’m finally free.” 

Sienna stood up and stretched her body. 

“From now onward, I’m going to keep flying.” 

She turned around and looked at James. Then, she smiled mischievously and asked, 
“Would you like to travel the universe with me?” 

“Huh?” James was slightly taken aback. 



Then, he replied smilingly, “I’m afraid I won’t be able to. You’re a peerless powerhouse 
and a Ninth Heaven Grand Emperor. With your potential, you’ll become a Quasi 
Ancestral God very soon. Eventually, you’ll become an Ancestral God and one of the 
universe’s most outstanding cultivators. 

“Meanwhile, I’m just a weakling. I’m not even a Quasi-Emperor yet. I’m not qualified to 
accompany you on your journey.” 

Sienna said smilingly, “It doesn’t matter to me. Besides, I have excellent judgment of 
people. You’re outstanding and will surely have great achievements in the future.” 

James scratched his head embarrassedly and replied smilingly, “You’re flattering me, 
Ms. Sienna.” 

Sienna smiled and said, “You don’t have to be so formal with me. Just call me Sienna.” 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3372-James smiled and said, “Alright, Sienna 
sounds friendlier.” 

Sienna smiled and did not say anything more. She looked at James with a faint smile. 

After briefly exchanging a few words, Lana returned with Danielle. 

“Sienna! Have you really recovered?” Danielle was thrilled. 

Sienna nodded lightly and said, “Mhm. I’m all good now. It’s all thanks to Mr. Caden.” 

“By the way…” James suddenly asked, “How much time do we have left before the 
Ancestral Sword Master’s lecture?” 

Lana replied, “About thirty years.” 

“Then, I can’t stay in the Callahan Residence any longer. I have to head to Mount 
Sword God immediately,” said James. 

James had cultivated the Sword Path, and he would benefit significantly from listening 
to the Ancestral Sword Master’s lecture. 

Danielle did not hold him back either and said, “Thank you, Mr. Caden. Since you want 
to leave, we won’t waste your time. Our family will always be open to welcome you 
whenever you want to visit.” 



Sienna said, “I’d also like to go out. It’s been a long time since I’ve stepped outside, and 
I’d like to take this chance to visit Mount Sword God as well.” 

James looked at her with a frown and asked, “You want to go too?” 

“Why not?” Sienna pouted. 

James did not say much in response. 

“Sienna, there’s no rush. Come with me first.” 

After speaking, Danielle turned to James and said, “Mr. Caden, how about staying a few 
more days?” 

James nodded and said, “Alright.” 

Hence, James stayed in the Callahan Residence. 

Meanwhile, an important discussion was taking place in the Callahan Residence’s 
meeting room. 

Three beautiful women gathered—Danielle, Lanathia, and Sienna. 

“What’s the matter, Danielle, Lanathia? Is there something important to discuss?” 
Sienna looked at her sisters puzzledly. 

Danielle asked, “Do you know what kind of person James is?” 

Sienna shook her head and said, “I don’t know, but I can sense that he’s extraordinary. 
He has great potential and will surely become an outstanding cultivator. I think he’s 
quite a decent person, and there’s nothing wrong with his character.” 

Lana explained, “We aren’t very sure of his origins either. Not long ago, Danielle was 
struck by Destructive Power and was severely injured. He suddenly appeared at our 
gates and said he could save Danielle.” 

Danielle nodded and said, “Yeah. His background and origin are still a mystery. Not only 
does he have the Ancestral Sword Master’s Crepe Myrtle Divine Sword, but he also has 
the Ancestral Needle Master’s Crucifier.” 

Startled, Sienna added, “He also has the Ancestral Talisman Master’s Curse Magic.” 

Danielle said solemnly, “He claims to be from the future and that he’d brought all these 
treasures from the future.” 

“The future?” Sienna was taken aback. 



Lana nodded and said, “Yeah. Even the Ancestral Needle Master has confirmed that he 
was telling the truth. Moreover, his body has many injuries that the Heavenly Path 
caused. He claimed he was injured when traveling through the River of Time.” 

Danielle continued, “Some time ago, he inspected the Sacred Blossom in full bloom in 
the Katun Realm. He comprehended the Five Great Paths from it and even cultivated 
the Five Great Paths’ Ousias.” 

The two sisters kept discussing what they knew of James. 

Sienna said, “He seems quite extraordinary. He’s a rare prodigy and will shine brightly 
in our universe.” 

Danielle said solemnly, “Him showing up at the Callahan Residence can’t be a 
coincidence. But, we still can’t figure out why he came to us. Sienna, follow him to 
Mount Sword God and try to find out his motives for coming to our family.” 

Sienna’s brows slightly furrowed as she nodded in agreement. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3373-James stayed in the Callahan Residence 
for a few more days. 

Several days later, he was ready to leave. This time, Sienna would be traveling with 
him. He was reluctant to travel together because he could tell that Sienna harbored 
some feelings for him. 

Sienna was Thea’s sister, so he was unwilling to have any sort of intimate relationship 
with her. 

However, he could not do anything since Sienna insisted. 

The two left the CallaHan Residence together. 

The Human Realm’s Divine Dimension was huge. 

The Callahans were situated in Dunnetsk. Meanwhile, Mount Sword God was located in 
the Sword Realm. 

All those in the Sword Realm were Sword Cultivators. 

The Sword Realm was one of the strongest places in the Human Realm’s Divine 
Dimension. 



The journey to the Sword Realm was pretty short. With Sienna’s strength, she could 
arrive there in no time. James could also easily tear open a spatial passage to head 
directly to the Sword Realm. 

However, Sienna insisted on roaming the Divine Dimension since they still had a few 
decades until the lecture. She wanted to enjoy the beautiful scenery so she could have 
a better understanding of Cultivation Paths. 

James had no choice but to follow her and take a longer time to reach their destination. 

The two took their time and arrived at the Sword Realm just three years before the 
Ancestral Sword Master’s lecture. 

As soon as they got close to the Sword Realm, James sensed the potent Sword Intent 
in the area. In a trance, he saw substantial Sword Energies in the clouds above him. 

Sienna said, “After we pass through this mountain, we’ll arrive at the Sword Realm. 
There are many sects and families in the Sword Realm, all of which are mainly Sword 
Cultivators. Because of the Ancestral Sword Master, many powerful Sword Cultivators 
have risen from the Sword Realm. Every once in a while, the Ancestral Sword Master 
will hold public lectures and attract many powerful Sword Cultivators from all over the 
universe to Mount Sword God.” 

The Callahans were also considered a prominent family in the Human Realm. 

As for Sienna, her talent was only second to Thea’s in the Callahans. Therefore, she 
was very knowledgeable. 

If she had not accidentally entered the Dark World and become demonized because of 
Dark Power, she would have been a Caelum Ancestral God by now. 

Sienna explained a few things about the Sword Realm to James. 

From Sienna, James learned about a few powerful sects and families in the Sword 
Realm. 

“The most lively place in the Sword Realm is Sword City.” 

“In Sword City, there are about ten sects and eight families that cultivate in the Sword 
Path. All eighteen of these forces have at least one member who’s a Sword Cultivator 
that has reached the Ancestral God Rank. There are also many talented Sword 
Cultivators.” 

While speaking, she cast a glance at James. 

Then, she asked, “How skilled are you in the Sword Path?” 



James shook his head lightly and said, “I’m mediocre. I’ve only gone through three 
Consolidations and don’t know when I will reach the Quasi Emperor Rank. If lucky, I 
might enter the Quasi Emperor Rank after listening to the Ancestral Sword Master’s 
lecture.” 

At James’ current level, cultivating blindly would not work. 

What he needed was more knowledge. 

If his comprehension ability was strong enough, he could improve rapidly. 

However, he might never proceed to the next rank in this lifetime if his comprehension 
ability was bad. 

Sienna did not stay on the topic anymore and said, “Let’s go.” 

The two advanced again, heading toward the capital city of the Sword Realm. 

Mount Sword God was not far from the Sword Realm. Therefore, many of those that 
came to listen to the Ancestral Sword Master’s lecture had gathered in the city, waiting 
for the day of the lecture. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3374-James and Sienna arrived in the Sword 
Realm’s capital, Sword City. 

The city had a long history, and countless Sword Cultivators were in the area. Over 
twenty Sword Cultivators in the city had entered the Ancestral God Rank. 

After arriving at Sword City, James did not stay long. Instead, he headed directly toward 
Mount Sword God nearby the city. 

Since the Ancestral Sword Master’s lecture had not begun, it was difficult for outsiders 
to enter Mount Sword God under normal circumstances. However, Sienna was a 
talented cultivator from the Callahans. 

Moreover, Thea had already arrived at Mount Sword God in advance. After learning that 
Sienna had also come to Mount Sword God, some of the elders personally came to 
welcome her. 

The Elders arranged a temporary accommodation on Mount Sword God for James and 
Sienna. 



On Mount Sword God, a man sat on a rock with a straw in his mouth as he enjoyed the 
beautiful scenery. 

At that moment, a woman walked over and knelt on one knee. “Young Master, Thea has 
arrived on Mount Sword God. James has also shown up with Sienna.” 

“Oh?” Herschel was slightly taken aback. 

He asked, “Isn’t Sienna demonized and locked up in the Callahan Residence? Why is 
she wandering outside?” 

The woman replied, “I haven’t acquired the details yet, but I’ve learned that the 
Callahans seem to be on friendly terms with James.” 

The man stood up and stretched his body. With a lazy expression, he murmured, “Thea 
finally left seclusion to visit Mount Sword God. It seems I’ll have to go out for a walk too. 
This James knows that Thea is my woman, yet he called her by her real name. I’m the 
only person that can use her name. It’s time he disappeared.” 

After speaking, Herschel’s body flickered and disappeared. 

The next moment, he appeared outside Mount Sword God’s gates. 

Although Herschel was a prominent figure from Mount Heavenly Path, he did not dare 
to casually enter Mount Sword God. After appearing outside the mountain gates, he 
followed the visitation procedures of Mount Sword God. 

“M-Mr. Herschel.” 

When Herschel appeared, the disciples from Mount Sword God that were standing 
guard were startled. They did not dare neglect their hospitality toward him and quickly 
rushed to welcome him. 

One of the disciples immediately led him to Mount Sword God. 

Herschel immediately activated his Divine Sense and located Thea. After entering 
Mount Sword God, he disappeared in a flash. 

The next moment, he was outside the main hall on one of the mountains. 

Several Mount Sword God’s Elders chatted with Thea inside the main hall. 

Swoosh! 

Suddenly, a white light emerged, and a man appeared before them. 



Seeing the uninvited guest, the elders immediately stood up and greeted him 
respectfully. 

“Mr. Herschel, what brings you here?” 

Herschel did not reply to the elders. Instead, his eyes were fixated on Thea, and a faint 
smile formed on his face. He greeted her, “Long time no see, Thea.” 

Thea felt disgusted by Herschel, but he was still Mount Heavenly Path’s Young Master. 
Eventually, he would become the master of the universe. Thus, she did not express her 
dissatisfaction and nodded lightly in response to him. 

Herschel had already gotten used to Thea’s indifference. 

He found a chair, sat down, and crossed his legs. Then, he asked casually, “Do you 
know James Caden?” 

Thea glanced at Herschel solemnly and replied, “He’s a guest of the Callahans. Don’t 
you dare touch him.” 

Herschel was dissatisfied by Thea’s words. 

The more Thea cared about James, the more he wanted to kill James. 

During this time, he had looked into James’ background. He learned that James had 
comprehended the Five Great Paths and even cultivated the Five Great Paths’ Ousias. 
James was indeed a rare genius. 

“I heard he’s at Mount Sword God right now.” 

Herschel looked at an elder in front of him indifferently and ordered, “Bring James 
Caden to me.” 

Mount Sword God’s Elder did not dare to disobey his order. 

Thea glanced at Herschel coldly. 

At that moment, James was in a courtyard on Mount Sword God. 

He sat on the courtyard fence and sensed his surroundings. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3375-“As expected of the Ancestral Sword 
Master’s territory. Even the air here is full of Sword Intent.” 

Sienna sat on a chair in the courtyard and replied smilingly, “Of course. Only a handful 
of people can defeat the Ancestral Sword Master. He’s a peerless powerhouse that has 
been well-known for many years.” 

At that moment, a few disciples of Mount Sword God appeared outside the courtyard. 

“Excuse me, are you James Caden?” 

James jumped down from the courtyard fence, looked at the disciple outside, and 
replied, “Yeah, that’s me. Is something the matter?” 

Sienna pushed open the fence and walked outside. 

The disciple of Mount Sword God replied, “Our Elder would like to meet you in the main 
hall.” 

James was slightly taken aback. 

The Elder wanted to see him? 

He had no connection with Mount Sword God, so why would an Elder want to see him? 
Could the Elder have heard he possessed the Crepe Myrtle Divine Sword? 

Sienna said, “I’ll come with you.” 

“Alright.” James nodded. 

He looked at the disciple of Mount Sword God and said, “Lead the way.” 

The disciple led James and Sienna away from the courtyard and toward a majestic 
mountain range. Soon, they ascended a mountain. 

A grand hall could be seen atop the mountain. 

Many people were gathered in the hall. 

A few elders from Mount Sword God, Herschel, and Thea were present. 

Soon, James entered the hall. 

As soon as Sienna entered the hall, she caught sight of Thea and called out, “You’re 
here as well, Briana?” 



Thea got up, walked over to Sienna, and scanned her up and down. Then, she said 
excitedly, “Have you fully recovered, Sienna?” 

Sienna said smilingly, “Yeap! It’s all thanks to James.” 

At that moment, James sensed a murderous aura. 

The source of the hostility was a man in a white robe. The man looked to be in his mid-
twenties and was very handsome. 

“So, you’re James Caden?” 

Herschel stared at James with a playful smile. Then, he said casually, “Kneel.” 

His words were domineering and oppressive as if they were an absolute law that one 
could not disobey. 

James immediately felt a terrifying force crushing his body. He could not resist, and his 
knees bent. Then, he fell to the ground with a plop. 

Bang! 

His knees slammed into the floor. 

Beads of sweat dripped from his forehead, and his face distorted as he struggled to 
resist the force. 

At that moment, Thea took action. She casually waved her hand and relieved the 
pressure on James’ body. James stood up and stared at Herschel furiously. 

Herschel looked at Thea and said calmly, “Do you intend to make an enemy out of me, 
Thea?” 

Thea replied calmly, “He’s a guest to the Callahans. I can’t let you be rude to him.” 

“I must kill him today.” Hershel stood up abruptly. 

“Go ahead and try.” Thea flashed in front of James and stared at Herschel. 

Faced against Mount Heavenly Path’s Young Master, Thea showed no fear. 

At that moment, James immediately understood the man in front of him was Thea’s 
suitor, Herschel. 

Lana had reminded him that only one person in this universe could call Thea by her 
name. That person liked Thea and was a prominent figure from Mount Heavenly Path. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3376-Herschel was a legendary powerhouse at 
the Ancestral God Rank. 

Initially, James thought Herschel would not necessarily kill him over a name. Otherwise, 
he would really be a petty person. 

However, James realized that Herschel was indeed very narrow-minded. 

With Thea standing in front of him, James felt uncomfortable. 

He clenched his fists, and veins bulged on his arms. 

James was furious. Yet, he could only suppress his anger in the face of a powerful 
Ancestral God. 

He hated himself for being a weakling. 

Herschel would never have treated him in such a way if he were an Ancestral God. 

Thea and Herschel stared at each other. 

Herschel looked at Thea and said slowly, “You should know that no one I want dead will 
survive, right? You can protect him now, but you won’t be able to protect him forever.” 

Thea looked at him coldly and did not respond. 

She understood Herschel’s character and knew James’ life was in danger. However, 
James was a benefactor to the Callahans. 

At that moment, Sienna also stepped forward and looked at Herschel. She asked coldly, 
“What’s the meaning of this, Herschel? Do you really think the Callahans are out of 
powerhouses? If you kill him, we’ll do everything we can to ensure we cause even a 
little bit of damage to Mount Heavenly Path!” 

The others present were afraid of Mount Heavenly Path, but Sienna was not. 

“Haha!” Herschel laughed. 

“I never would’ve thought the two most talented members of the Callahans would 
oppose me for a mere brat. I’ve already stated clearly that I will kill him. No one can 
save him.” 



Herschel’s face darkened. 

James, who was standing behind Thea, slowly walked forward. He stood in front of 
Thea and looked at the mighty Herschel. Then, he said slowly, “Mount Heavenly Path, 
the rulers of the universe, is nothing amazing. Their destruction is just a matter of time.” 

“You must have a death wish!” 

Enraged, Herschel waved his hand, and a powerful force emerged to crush James. 

Swoosh! 

At that moment, a Sword Light emerged and blocked the force. 

A middle-aged man appeared shortly after. He wore a beige robe and carried himself 
with a very elegant demeanor. 

“You’re on Mount Sword God, not Mount Heavenly Path.” 

The middle-aged man said lightly, “You should at least ask for my permission before 
you kill in my territory, right?” 

Herschel respectfully greeted the man, “Ancestral Sword Master.” 

Although Herschel was Mount Heavenly Path’s Young Master, the Ancestral Sword 
Master was a senior that had been famous for many years. 

After greeting him, Herschel asked, “Are you also going to stop me?” 

The Ancestral Sword Master turned around and looked at James. 

He had heard about James but had never seen him in person before. 

The Ancestral Sword Master scanned James, wanting to see what kind of person would 
obtain his sword in the future. 

James looked at the elegant-looking man before him. It was hard to link the middle-
aged man to the Ancestral Sword Master, the peerless swordsman who created the 
Five Great Sword Realms and made a name for himself in the Primeval Age. 

The Ancestral Sword Master turned to Herschel again and said, “James is a disciple of 
mine. Let’s forget about this.” 

Herschel’s expression changed. 

He wanted to be the only man that could call Thea by her name. 



In the past, he had announced it to the world. 

Thus, he wanted to kill James. Otherwise, he would not gain a foothold in the universe. 

However, the Ancestral Sword Master was protecting James, which made it hard for 
him to take action. Moreover, Thea was also standing on James’ side. 

After a brief thought, he said smilingly, “Since you’ve asked, how could I disobey? 
However, his life or death isn’t up to me. It’ll depend on whether he has the ability to 
survive.” 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3377-The Ancestral Sword Master looked at 
Herschel and asked, “What do you mean?” 

Herschel replied, “It’s rumored that James comprehended the Five Great Paths after 
inspecting the Sacred Blossom. On top of that, he even cultivated the Five Great Paths’ 
Ousias. He’s indeed a prodigy. So, I’ll give him a chance to live. I’ll hunt him for ten 
thousand years. If he can survive, I’ll let this matter go. But, if he dies, you can’t pin the 
blame on me.” 

“You’re a jerk!” 

Sienna stood up and reprimanded him, “He’s not even a Quasi-Emperor. How is he 
going to survive with you hunting him? You wouldn’t have dared to state such nonsense 
if he were at the same cultivation rank as you!” 

The Ancestral Sword Master said, “She’s right. You’re a Terra Ancestral God, so why 
insist on troubling a younger generation? 

In fact, Herschel actually had his reasons. 

He could forgive James for calling Thea’s name. 

However, James had comprehended the Five Great Paths and cultivated their Ousias. 
His father had sensed that an embryonic form of Macrocosm Power had appeared. 
Moreover, he had learned that James was the person who possessed the embryonic 
form of Macrocosm Power. The embryonic form of Macrocosm Power was born 
because James had cultivated the Five Great Paths’ Ousias.” 

If Jame were to continue growing as a cultivator, he would eventually become a 
Macrocosm Ancestral God. 



This would threaten the status of Mount Heavenly Path and his father. 

However, Herschel could not share this information. Thus, he could only keep it to 
himself and shoulder the burden alone. 

Herschel looked at the Ancestral Sword Master and said smilingly, “You’re too worried. 
Of course, I won’t personally go after him. I’ll send some powerhouses to hunt him 
down. Naturally, these powerhouses will be at about the same rank as him. At most, 
they’ll only be about two ranks higher than him.” 

James did not respond and simply stared at Herschel. 

Herschel looked at James and said, “Your physical strength is at the Grand Emperor 
Rank’s Fifth Heaven. Thus, the powerhouses I send after you will be Seventh Heaven 
Grand Emperors at most. If you can survive the pursuit of the powerhouses I send after 
your life, I’ll let this matter go. I’ll also allow you to enter Mount Heavenly Path.” 

The Ancestral Sword Master frowned. 

Why was Herschel so persistent in killing James? 

Herschel was a Terra Ancestral God. Was it worth going through so much effort to 
eliminate a cultivator that had not even stepped into the Quasi Emperor Rank? 

Could it be that Mount Heavenly Path had gained insight about something?” 

The Ancestral Sword Master fell into thought. 

However, he could not figure out the reason. 

The hall fell into silence. 

Herschel continued to speak, “During these ten thousand years, you’re not allowed to 
get help from anyone. Whoever lends a helping hand to you will become an enemy of 
Mount Heavenly Path and will be punished by us.” 

“Do you accept the challenge, James?” Herschel shouted. 

“Why not?” 

James was furious that Herschel had forced him to kneel. 

Herschel was incredibly oppressive. If James were to stand behind Thea and rely on 
her protection, how could he call himself a man? 



James stared at Herschel and said resolutely, “Mark my words, Herschel. If I survive 
these ten thousand years, I’ll come to Mount Heavenly Path for your life when I become 
an Ancestral God.” 

Herschel laughed out loud. “I’m afraid you won’t have the chance. The hunt starts now. 
You have three days to run. After three days, I’ll send out powerful cultivators to hunt 
you down.” 

“James…” Sienna could not help but grab James’ hand worriedly. 

Herschel would send out Seventh Heaven Grand Emperors to chase and kill James. 
Although James was physically strong, his cultivation rank was very low. It would be 
tough for him to survive being hunted down for ten thousand years by powerhouses of 
Mount Heavenly Path. 

Thea also looked at James solemnly. 

James looked at Sienna and said firmly, “He can’t get rid of me that easily. If I survive, 
I’ll definitely come to the Callahan Residence to thank you for standing up for me today, 
Sienna. 

“And I’m very grateful to you, Ancestral Sword Master. I’ll pay you back in the future for 
your kindness today. 

“And Thea, wait for me. I promise to return in ten thousand years. I’ll come straight to 
the Callahan Residence when that time comes.” 

After speaking, James cast a glance at Herschel. Then, he turned around and left 
Mount Sword God without saying anything more. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3378-James hurriedly left. For now, the most 
important thing was to survive. 

There were still many things he had not accomplished, and he refused to die so soon. 

Herschel was determined to kill him. Thus, even when the Ancestral Sword Master, 
Thea, and other powerhouses stepped forward to stop Herschel, it was useless. 

However, Herschel promised not to take action himself but would instead send 
powerhouses to hunt James. 



James’ physical strength was at the Grand Emperor Rank’s Fifth Heaven. The 
powerhouses sent to hunt James down would be two ranks higher at most, equivalent 
to a Seventh Heaven Grand Emperor. 

Moreover, James would not be hunted by just one person but by thousands or even 
tens of thousands of powerhouses. 

James planned to escape quickly and stay in hiding for ten thousand years. He just had 
to make it through the time limit to be safe. 

In Mount Sword God’s main hall, the Ancestral Sword Master cast a glance at Herschel 
and disappeared without saying a word. 

Herschel looked at Thea and said smilingly, “Thea, I’ll take my leave first. After I deal 
with James, I’ll go to the Callahan Residence to ask for your forgiveness.” 

After speaking, Herschel also left. 

Only a few elders, Thea, and Sienna were left in the main hall. 

Sienne said worriedly, “Brianna, hurry and think of something. Although James has 
great potential, his cultivation rank is still very low. How is he going to hide? If this hunt 
really goes on, he won’t survive ten thousand years.” 

Thea said helplessly, “What can I do? He’s Mount Heavenly Path’s Young Master. 
Moreover, he’s the son of the Lord of the Universe and will eventually become the 
successor to his father. Who in this universe can stand against him? Although I’m 
strong, I won’t be able to protect him forever. It’s up to him to survive this hunt.” 

“Huff,” Sienna sighed. 

Meanwhile, Herschel returned to Mount Heavenly Path. 

After returning to Mount Heavenly Path, he announced the order for the powerhouses to 
hunt and kill James. 

“All living beings under the Grand Emperor’s Eighth Heaven can go after James Caden 
and kill him Whoever kills James will be accepted as a disciple of Mount Heavenly Path 
and will be given permission to access our library chamber, regardless of race.” 

Herschel sent out an announcement from Mount Heavenly Path. 

Mount Heavenly Path was the universe’s core region and the best cultivation location 
for countless races. Many creatures and living beings were eager to enter Mount 
Heavenly Path. 



Therefore, many powerhouses paid close attention to Mount Heavenly Path’s every 
move. 

Herschel’s announcement spread throughout the Human Realm almost instantly and 
also reached different parts of the universe. 

Immediately afterward, James’ portrait was also shared throughout the universe. 

At that moment, James had already left the Human Realm. 

He knew surviving in the Human Realm with his current strength was impossible. 

Although ten thousand years was long, it was just a blink of an eye to powerhouses. 

James had to find a desolate place to hide. As long as he could escape the 
powerhouses after him for ten thousand years, then he would be fine. 

He left the Human Realm, made a spatial passage, and entered outer space. 

James arrived on an unknown planet of the universe where there were no living beings. 

He entered the planet. 

The planet’s environment was very harsh. There was heavy snow, and the entire place 
was covered in white snow. Moreover, space turbulences constantly appeared 
throughout the sky. 

James landed on a snowy mountain on the planet. 

He stopped for a while and sat in a lotus position on the snowy mountain. 

James looked into the distance and fell into thought. 

He began to think about his next steps. 

Was he really going to hide for ten thousand years? 
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If his cultivation rank matched his physical strength, he would not have to worry about 
meeting them head-on. He would have the confidence to fight whatever prodigies that 
came to challenge him. Even if they were two ranks higher, he could kill them. 

James roared furiously, “Ahh!!!” 

His voice resounded, and terrifying sound waves swept the surroundings. A few snow-
capped mountains around him shattered instantly and caused an avalanche. 

James felt aggrieved. 

He had never felt so helpless throughout his cultivation journey before. 

In the past, he had always been the one suppressing others. Now, he had no choice but 
to run for his life because his enemy overpowered him. 

James clenched his fists. 

His desire and determination to become stronger intensified. 

James roared furiously, “Just you wait, Herschel. One day, I’ll become an Ancestral God 
and come to Mount Heavenly Path to kill you.” 

After James vented his anger, he calmed down. 

He knew his rage was not going to get him anywhere. It was more important to 
transform his anger into motivation. 

James set up a Time Formation without hesitation and began cultivating within it. 

He was most well-versed in the Sword Path. 

His Sword Path had gone through three Consolidations. Thus, he wanted to increase its 
rank to the Quasi Emperor Rank as soon as possible. 

James sat in a lotus position on the ground, and a mark appeared on his forehead. 

The mark was a Sword Path Seal. 

The Sword Path Seal contained the inheritance of the Ancestral Sword Master, which 
he had obtained from Galileo. 

James silently began to cultivate. 

At the same time, he absorbed the power of heaven and earth to enhance his Ousia’s 
Power. To speed up the absorption, James activated Elemental Inversion. 



His Elemental Ousias materialized above his head and formed the Elemental Inversion 
Formation, allowing him to rapidly absorb the energy of this world. 

As the energy entered his body, they were converted into various powers of the 
respective Ousias. 

Slowly, dazzling Sword Energy emerged around James’ body. They revolved around 
him, and his aura became stronger. 

While James was cultivating on an unknown planet, the other worlds were completely 
turned upside down. 

The whole universe learned about Herschel’s order to hunt and kill James. 

Herschel announced that the reward was to join Mount Heavenly Path and gain access 
to their library chamber. 

The rewards were very tempting, inducing many powerhouses to join the hunt for 
James. 

“Did you hear that Mount Heavenly Path’s Young Master issued a hunt for James 
Caden’s life? Whoever kills him can become a disciple of Mount Heavenly Path and 
access their library chamber.” 

“Who’s James Caden? Why is Herschel after his life?” 

“His origins are unknown. However, I heard he inspected the Sacred Blossom in the 
Katun Realm and comprehended the Five Great Paths. Moreover, he cultivated the Five 
Great Paths’ Ousias.” 

“It’s rumored his cultivation rank is not very high and is only at the Divine Rank’s Third 
Stage. However, his physical strength is at the Grand Emperor Rank’s Fifth Heaven.” 

“Herschel allows anyone who does not exceed James’ physical strength by two ranks to 
join the hunt for him.” 

“The news has spread everywhere, and the entire universe is aware of the hunt for his 
life.” 

“James Caden, right? I must kill him and join Mount Heavenly Path!” 

“Even if James flees to the ends of the universe, I’ll find him!” 

Powerhouses from all over the universe, including prodigies from major sects, left their 
seclusion to join the hunt for James. 



Meanwhile, James was unaware that prodigies from all over the universe were after his 
life. 
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His Sword Path Ousia had already gone through three Consolidations. Now that he had 
activated the Elemental Inversion Formation, he could quickly absorb the energy from 
the planet. Therefore, his Sword Path’s Power increased rapidly. 

Before he knew it, he had already reached the peak of the Divine Rank’s Third Stage 
and was very close to reaching the Quasi Emperor Rank. 

Once he took the final step, he could be considered a Quasi Emperor. 

Sword Energy surrounded James’ body, making him look like a legendary weapon with 
a terrifying aura. 

James’ aura kept increasing. 

What was the concept of a Quasi-Emperor? 

After one’s Ousia went through all three Consolidations, it would gradually separate and 
multiply. 

The Ousias generated from the separation would be of the same element. After nine 
Ousias of the same element were formed, one would officially become a Ninth Heaven 
Grand Emperor. 

Ultimately, the nine Ousias would merge and evolve into a Path Seal. After that, one 
would become a Grand Emperor. 

After becoming a Quasi Emperor, one could quickly become a Grand Emperor if strong 
enough. 

However, every multiplication of the Ousia would attract a Tribulation, which would grow 
stronger each time. The higher one got in the Quasi Emperor Rank, the stronger the 
tribulation. 

Under normal circumstances, cultivators that had entered the Quasi Emperor Rank 
would not rush to improve. Instead, they would prepare as much as possible before the 
attempt to enter the next rank. 



At that moment, James was already close to becoming a Quasi-Empror, and his Ousia 
was already showing signs of multiplying. 

Suddenly, a crack appeared in front of the snowy mountain. 

Swoosh! 

Three cultivators walked out of the void. All three of them were men that looked to be in 
their thirties and were wearing gray robes. 

“James should be here, right?” 

“Yeah. Mount Heavenly Path released news that James had fled to this uninhabited 
world. Let me scan the surroundings.” 

With that said, the man proceeded to sense the area. 

Another one was eager to spring into action and said excitedly, “Once we kill James, we 
can join Mount Heavenly Path together.” 

“He’s just in front.” 

The man standing in front pointed forward. 

At that moment, James was cultivating and trying to comprehend that Sword Path. His 
forehead had a strange mark, continuously emitting the Ancestral Sword Master’s 
knowledge in the Sword Path. 

James’ comprehension of the Sword Path became more profound. 

Boom! 

Suddenly, there was a loud rumble. 

A flash of lightning pierced through the sky and headed directly for James. 

James was about to enter Quasi Emperor Rank, and he attracted a lightning tribulation. 

The lightning tribulation was at the Quasi Emperor Rank and could not cause damage 
to James because his physical strength was already at the Grand Emperor Rank’s Fifth 
Heaven. 

With the appearance of the lightning tribulation, clouds also gathered in the sky. 
Countless lightning traveled through the thick layer of clouds. 

The three cultivators in the area immediately halted in their tracks. 



The leader immediately said, “James must be going through a tribulation to become a 
Quasi-Emperor. Let’s not rush to kill him now. If we go now, we’ll interfere with the 
tribulation and be targeted by the Heavenly Tribulation.” 

The other two nodded. 

James’ Quasi-Emperor Tribulation appeared. 

Countless lighting flashes struck down from the sky onto him but caused no substantial 
damage. 

With the appearance of the Heavenly Tribulation, James’ Ousia also went through an 
evolution, and his Sword Path’s Power also kept increasing. 

The tribulation was over very quickly. 

After a while, James slowly opened his eyes. A burst of Sword Energy shot out from his 
eyes and tore through the space. 

James slowly stood up from the ground and dispersed the Time Formation. 
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